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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to bridge the gap between fast in-memory query engines and slow but robust engines that can utilize external storage. We find that current systems have to choose between fast in-memory operators and slower out-of-memory operators. We present a solution that leverages two independent but complementary techniques: First, we propose adaptive materialization, which can turn any hash-based in-memory operator into an out-of-memory operator without reducing in-memory performance. Second, we introduce self-regulating compression, which optimizes the throughput of spilling operators based on the current workload and available hardware. We evaluate these techniques using the prototype query engine Spilly, which matches the performance of state-of-the-art in-memory systems, but also efficiently executes large out-of-memory workloads by spilling to NVMe arrays.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION
Changing hardware drives system evolution. Database systems depend on a plethora of abstractions which allow them to evolve with the ever-changing hardware landscape. Relational algebra and SQL, for example, have allowed databases to adapt their internals to new hardware while keeping a mostly consistent interface across half a century. Some abstractions, however, turned out to be sorely lacking: Many classical database components, for instance, became major performance bottlenecks as hardware evolved [20, 41, 75]. This realization sparked a long line of work on efficient in-memory engines [24–26, 45, 46, 50, 51, 57, 61, 64, 66, 70, 71, 82] that improved performance by orders of magnitude. Thus, systems research needs to constantly re-evaluate the validity of assumptions and the usefulness of abstractions in the face of new hardware.

The rapid development of NVMe SSDs. Of the many recent hardware developments, one stands out in particular: In just five years, NVMe SSD bandwidth has increased twentyfold while storage prices reduced threefold, as Figure 1 shows. An array of PCIe 5.0 NVMe SSDs can now achieve more than 100 GB/s read throughput while costing a fraction of the equivalent DRAM capacity. We need to evaluate whether our systems and their abstractions are capable of exploiting this disruptive development.

How fast SSDs impact state-of-the-art systems. The emergence of high-throughput NVMe SSDs affects current engines in two ways: First, pure in-memory engines become less economically viable as they rely exclusively on expensive DRAM and are not equipped to read from or spill to much cheaper SSDs. Second, systems capable for out-of-memory processing can use, but not fully utilize, modern NVMe SSDs because they were designed with hard disks in mind. This leaves users with a trade-off: Use a fast in-memory system that fails when data grows too large; or use a robust out-of-memory-capable system that is significantly slower. It also begs the question: Why are there two categories of systems at all?

In-memory vs. out-of-memory systems: The missing link. When executing a query, systems face a trade-off: They need to decide whether to apply fast-in-memory operators or use robust out-of-memory-capable operators that are slower – based on unreliable cardinality estimates [52], and for each operator in each query. For instance, in-memory systems can use a fast in-memory hash join where out-of-memory-capable systems need to use a slower grace or hybrid hash join to allow spilling. This paper proposes eliminating this trade-off by introducing a common abstraction that transparently handles materialization, larger-than-memory intermediary results, and spilling – while also staying fast in-memory.

Umami: Unifying in-memory materialization and spilling. We propose Umami(Unified Materialization Management Interface), which allows unifying in-memory operators with spilling operators, obviating the need for physical operator choice. Umami also enables hardware-aware spilling to make systems more resilient to hardware evolution. Umami leverages two independent but complementary parts that constitute this paper’s first two contributions:

\[ \text{Figure 1: SSD read bandwidth and cost evolution [12–15].} \]
(1) Umami uses adaptive materialization, which allows hash-based in-memory operators to start partitioning and spilling dynamically at runtime (Section 4.2).

(2) Umami applies self-regulating compression, which optimizes the throughput of spilling operators based on the available CPU and I/O bandwidth (Section 4.4).

As a third contribution, we design operators based on Umami:

(3) We propose unified operators that are as fast as pure in-memory operators but can switch to efficient out-of-memory processing using modern NVMe SSDs (Sections 4.5 and 4.6).

Evaluating Umami on NVMe arrays. We validate this approach using a prototype query engine based on Umami that is capable of executing TPC-H. This engine, called Spilly, serves as a platform for designing and evaluating Umami-based aggregation and join operators. Spilly achieves in-memory performance comparable to the state-of-the-art in-memory engines Hyper [45] and DuckDB [69], but can also execute large out-of-memory workloads. To our knowledge, Spilly is the only query engine that can effectively utilize multiple modern PCIe 5.0 NVMe SSDs. As demonstrated in Section 6, Spilly can execute TPC-H scale factor 10,000 (10 TB of data) on a system with only 384 GB main memory while maintaining 86% of in-memory tuple throughput and spilling 5.5 TB of data.

2 RELATED WORK

Scanning from SSD. Scanning data stored on SSDs efficiently is an important prerequisite for SSD-based query processing. A recent paper [78] equip.s the scan and index lookup operators of the DBMS Umbra [60] with asynchronous I/O and reports large performance improvements over the synchronous implementation. Other recent work [62, 63] re-evaluates in-memory caching in the presence of fast NVMe storage and develops new caching policies that are better suited for high-throughput storage and heterogeneous hardware.

Spilling to SSD. In contrast to scanning, there is limited research that addresses efficient spilling to SSDs. Recent work [44] provides an in-depth analysis of the hybrid hash join (HHJ) operator, including experiments that spill to SSD. The study focuses on algorithmic considerations, thus centering on single-threaded experiments that process gigabytes of data with tens of megabytes per second on small servers. However, modern NVMe arrays can read and write with tens of gigabytes per second, approaching even the processing speed of in-memory systems. In this work, we propose techniques that allow such state-of-the-art engines to exploit high-throughput NVMe arrays without sacrificing their in-memory performance.

External aggregation in DuckDB. Recent work by Kuiper et al. [48] also recognizes the need for operators that gracefully switch from in-memory to out-of-memory processing. The paper focuses on memory management and argues for a unified buffer manager, which manages both table pages and temporary data. Experiments, executed on hardware comparable to a modern laptop, show the aggregation operator scaling robustly beyond main memory. Umami, in contrast, focuses less on memory management, and more on efficient spilling to multiple high-throughput SSDs, and can be applied to any hash-based operator. Section 4.6 details further differences between Spilly’s and DuckDB’s aggregation operator.

Older work on SSD-based OLAP. While recent work on OLAP using NVMe SSDs is scarce, SSDs garnered some attention when they became widely available. Most of this work focused on the transition from disks to SSDs. At that time, SSDs were much more expensive [29], so prior work usually argued for a multi-layer hierarchy where SSDs act as a cache for disks [21, 30, 31, 35, 37, 38, 47, 72, 76]. SSD-based OLTP. OLTP on SSDs has received more attention than OLAP, as evidenced by systems such as RocksDB [4], ScyllaDB [9], MosaicDB [43], and LeanStore [53]. Recent work [40] on LeanStore demonstrates how a transactional system can fully exploit an array of PCIe 4.0 SSDs, using a setup that is similar to ours.

Hardware cost. Our measurement server (c.f., Section 6.1) uses an array of eight 3.84 TB PCIe 5.0 SSDs. This setup strikes a balance between capacity and bandwidth, and is not much more expensive than older SSD generations, as the following table comparing 30 TB storage options shows (January 2024 prices [6, 13–15]):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Price $</th>
<th>Capacity GB</th>
<th>Read GB/s</th>
<th>Write GB/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16×1.9 TB PCIe 5 SSD</td>
<td>6,832</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8×3.8 TB PCIe 5 SSD</td>
<td>5,376</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4×7.7 TB PCIe 5 SSD</td>
<td>4,620</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8×3.8 TB PCIe 4 SSD</td>
<td>5,032</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8×3.8 TB PCIe 3 SSD</td>
<td>3,592</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our setup (highlighted) is 6% more expensive than an equivalent setup using previous-generation PCIe 4.0 SSDs, and only 50% more expensive than a setup using PCIe 3.0 SSDs from 2019, while still providing 30× more storage capacity per dollar than DRAM. In terms of read and write bandwidth, both absolute and per dollar, PCIe 5.0 SSDs are strictly better than all older generations.

Spilling vs. distributed processing. The increase in NVMe bandwidth parallels the development of network bandwidth in the cloud: Newer AWS EC2 instances achieve up to 200 Gbit/s ≈ 25 GB/s network throughput [3]. Recent work strives to utilize these fast networks, e.g., for efficient scans from blob storage [33] or by spilling and caching data on remote memory [56, 80]. Since distributed processing closely resembles spilling – exchanging partitions parallels spilling to other nodes – we believe that the techniques proposed in this paper could be adapted to distributed query processing.

3 BACKGROUND: SPILLING ALGORITHMS

In-memory operators. Before reviewing out-of-memory query processing algorithms, let us first discuss state-of-the-art in-memory query processing algorithms using the join operator as an example. In memory, one can build a large hash table for the left join side (build side) and probe it with each tuple from the right side (probe side). In-memory systems can pipeline this probing across multiple joins and thereby avoid materializing all tuples between joins.

Running in-memory algorithms on flash storage. Given the high throughput of modern NVMe SSDs, one might consider simply using this well-known and efficient in-memory algorithm on SSDs. However, SSDs are page-based devices, where reading and writing happens at page (often 4 kB) granularity [40]. Algorithms based on point accesses, such as the hash join, thus result in read and write amplification, i.e., page size / tuple size. We can see the impact of this by building a hash table on SSD, and comparing the performance with a page-based algorithm such as partitioning. Assuming 839 M 128 Byte tuples (≥ 100 GB) and 50 GB/s I/O throughput, we get:
As this calculation illustrates, write amplification (here: \( \frac{128 \ B}{4 \ kB} = 64 \times \)) makes random access-based algorithms impractical on SSDs. We thus need algorithms specialized for out-of-memory processing.

**Disk-optimized algorithms on flash storage.** The two classes of algorithms used for out-of-memory processing are hash partitioning and sorting, and some even suggest always relying on sorting [32]. Sorting is generally more useful in a disk-based setting because it facilitates a sequential I/O pattern that suits the hardware, for example by producing large runs of values to amortize disk seek time. In contrast, SSDs are inherently parallel devices, and achieving high throughput necessitates exploiting this parallelism [65].

**Hash partitioning is a natural fit for SSDs.** Besides sorting, one can also use hash partitioning for out-of-memory query processing. Hash partitioning-based algorithms are a better fit for the parallel nature of SSDs because they produce multiple independent partitions that can be split into fixed-size pages. Assuming \( T \) threads and \( P \) partitions, a hash partitioning operator produces \( T \times P \) tuple streams. It can materialize each stream onto pages that are spilled to SSD whenever they fill up. Therefore, considering our join example, the grace hash join is a good fit for NVMe SSDs.

**Asynchronous I/O and hash partitioning.** Effectively exploiting the parallelism inherent to NVMe SSDs requires using asynchronous I/O interfaces [40, 78]. Our engine Spilly uses `io_uring` [17] for this. Asynchronous I/O also integrates well with algorithms based on hash partitioning. Once a page belonging to a partition is full, it can be written asynchronously while the operator continues with a freshly allocated (or written-out) page. Since hash partitioning suits SSDs well, this work focuses on hash-based operators.

## 4 THE UMAMI INTERFACE

**Motivation: The dichotomy of real-world workloads.** Only 5% of analytical queries in Snowflake’s 2018 workload trace spill data, but those 5% contribute 45% of the overall CPU time and 29% of the total execution time [77]. It follows that enhancing the performance of these few spilling queries can greatly improve overall execution time. But, as is the nature of exponential distributions, the same workload trace shows that 97% of queries scan less than 5 GB. Consequently, improving spilling queries **must not** slow down this overwhelming majority of small in-memory queries.

**Outline.** In the following, we argue that current systems cannot effectively tackle this challenge (Section 4.1) and then describe a solution using the Umami interface. Umami leverages two independently applicable but complementary techniques called adaptive materialization and self-regulating compression, which we explain in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. We subsequently use Umami to build unified join and aggregation operators (Sections 4.5 and 4.6) that stay fast in memory but are able to switch to out-of-memory processing if necessary. As we will demonstrate in Section 6, these operators allow the query engine Spilly to execute a 10 TB TPC-H workload on a single node with little performance loss while spilling. Finally, Section 4.7 discusses the generality and limits of Umami.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Writes</th>
<th>Total I/O</th>
<th>Tuples per s</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hash table on SSD</td>
<td>839 M</td>
<td>3,200 GB</td>
<td>6.5 M</td>
<td>128 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition to SSD</td>
<td>26 M</td>
<td>100 GB</td>
<td>419.4 M</td>
<td>2 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: TPC-H performance with partitioning, hybrid, and non-partitioning operators. Data is scanned from memory.

### 4.1 Why the State of the Art is Not Enough

**The dilemma of operator choice.** State-of-the-art systems, before actually executing any query, use a query optimizer to pick physical operator implementations for each logical operator. Using an internal cost model and – often unreliable [52] – cardinality estimates, the optimizer is now faced with a choice: (1) Pick in-memory-optimized operator implementations (e.g., simple hash join, non-partitioning aggregation) that fail once memory runs out and restart the query with a different operator or plan; or (2), pick out-of-memory-capable operator implementations (e.g., grace join, hybrid hash join, partitioning aggregation) that are, at least in principle, able to spill data. If the partitioning- and sorting-based operator variants were as fast as their non-partitioning cousins, there would be no trade-off. Alas, they are not as fast.

**Always partitioning is undesirable.** We validate this assumption by implementing a partitioning aggregation and a grace join, as well as a non-partitioning aggregation and a simple hash join in the query engine Spilly (without sort-based algorithms, see Section 3). Figure 2 shows the throughput (scanned tuples divided by execution time) of TPC-H on scale factors 10 and 100, using the test system we describe in Section 6. The partitioning join and aggregation implementations exhibit 5× worse performance compared to the non-partitioning variants. This confirms the observation made by previous work [23, 24], which shows that, even using all modern partitioning optimizations [67, 74], simple hash joins are almost always the fastest choice. Being 5× slower in the majority of small queries, just in case one needs to spill, is unacceptable.

**The hybrid hash join: A solution?** There is another approach to joins, whose name suggests that it combines the benefits of both worlds: The hybrid hash join (HHJ). The HHJ was conceived in 1984 to reduce the I/O requirements of the grace join [28]. Like the grace join, the HHJ always partitions the build side of the join. Unlike the grace join, it may keep some partitions in memory to build in-memory hash tables over them [59]. On the probe side, the HHJ harnesses each tuple and checks whether the partition it belongs to was spilled. If a tuple’s partition was spilled, the tuple is also spilled; otherwise, it used to probe the in-memory hash table. In a third phase, the HHJ performs a grace join on the subset of partitions that were spilled. If no partitions were spilled, the third phase is omitted, and the HHJ probe phase behaves like a simple hash join.

**Hybrid hash join performance.** To check whether the HHJ performs as well as the simple hash join in-memory, we implement it in Spilly with all classic [28, 59] and recently proposed [44] optimizations (spill as few partitions as possible, choose spill partitions dynamically, bitmap-based probe-side check of spilled partitions), and repeat the previous experiment. As Figure 2 shows, the simple...
hash join is significantly faster than the HHJ. Neither join variant spills any data in these experiments, so the probe side of both joins is algorithmically equivalent. But the HHJ still has to partition the build side, meaning more allocations, more cache misses, more TLB pressure, and more instructions.

**What the hybrid hash join lacks.** Fundamentally, the HHJ only provides a partial solution: It reduces I/O compared to a grace join while spilling, which is what it was originally designed for [28]. However, it does not provide in-memory execution times on par with a simple hash join. As with the grace join, being multiple times slower in the majority of small queries is an unacceptable trade-off.

**The fundamental problem: Ahead-of-time operator choice.**

As we have demonstrated, state-of-the-art systems have to choose between being fast in-memory and allowing out-of-memory query processing. Our system evaluation (Section 6) shows that current in-memory systems choose to fail, while out-of-memory-capable systems choose to be slower. The fundamental issue is that – in general, absent special cases such as an aggregation on a single, low-cardinality column – systems cannot know beforehand whether an operator has to spill. If they could predict this perfectly, they could choose the correct physical operators perfectly ahead-of-time. Alas, they cannot. With Umami, we instead render physical operator choice unnecessary.

### 4.2 Adaptive Materialization

**The starting point.** The previous section established three things: (1) in-memory operators suffer from partitioning, but (2) out-of-memory-capable operators require partitioning, and (3) state-of-the-art systems have to decide up-front which operator implementation to use. One approach to keeping small queries fast is to restart a query with partitioning operators once an operator runs out of memory. But this is very expensive by definition: Once an operator has materialized enough data to run out of memory, it has done a lot of work that needs to be discarded. Umami avoids restarting a query and re-partitioning all data using adaptive materialization.

**The three pillars of adaptive materialization.** As the name suggests, adaptive materialization allows operators to switch their materialization strategy during query execution. In particular, operators can enable and disable partitioning and spilling at runtime. An operator can start without partitioning, but then enable partitioning at a later point, e.g., when memory runs low. It can then decide to materialize tuples to external storage (spill) instead of allocating new memory. All of this is dynamic, so there is no need for cardinality estimates and ahead-of-time decisions. Furthermore, previously computed results are not discarded, and compiling engines do not have to recompile code. Adaptive materialization is generic and works for all hash-based operators. This generality rests on three properties that all hash-based materializing operators exhibit:

1. **Commonality.** All materializing (= potentially spilling) operators work in two phases: Materialize (P1) and build (P2).
2. **Transparency.** Partitioning and spilling can be efficiently injected into phase P1 at runtime, transparent to the operator.
3. **Independence.** Phase P2 can always apply an algorithm that is unaware of partitions, even if phase P1 partitioned.

To understand why and when Umami’s adaptive materialization works, we explain these properties in the following.

---

**Commonality.** Let us begin by examining the common high-level structure of in-memory operator algorithms implemented by state-of-the-art systems [23, 51]: Initially, operators materialize all input tuples into thread-local memory regions, optionally filtering or pre-aggregating them. Due to the unpredictability of the input size, these memory regions are organized as pages and allocated as needed. Consequently, after materializing all data, the operator holds a list of pages storing tuples. In a subsequent phase, operators construct a data structure over these tuples: A hash map with duplicates for joins, a regular hash map for aggregations, a segment tree for window functions [54], etc. Therefore, every materializing operator can be thought of as operating in two distinct phases: A materialization phase and a data structure build phase.

**Transparency.** The materialization phase exhibits a small yet pivotal detail that enables the injection of partitioning and spilling logic at runtime: As tuples are materialized into dynamically allocated memory, operators cannot presuppose any specific memory location for the tuples, i.e., tuple locations are transparent to the operator. For instance, if the \((n)\)th tuple fills up a page, then the \((n + 1)\)th tuple will be placed not adjacent to it, but on an entirely different page. Listing 1 illustrates this: Umami’s materialization logic (storeTuple) checks whether a page has space, allocates a new page if necessary, and finally copies the tuple to the page.

**Injecting partitioning logic at runtime.** Since tuple locations are transparent to the operator anyway, the materialization logic can also place the tuple in a different location based on the tuple hash, i.e., it can apply hash partitioning. During materialization, the operator need not know whether hash partitioning is applied, as long as it adheres to the transparency property. Thereby, hash partitioning is abstracted from the operator. Based on this, adaptive materialization in Umami can enable and disable partitioning at runtime, without separate branches for each case: By keeping page pointers in a contiguous memory region (“page array”), Umami can choose whether to partition and how many partitions to use by adjusting a \(\text{shift}\) value that is applied to the hash and used to access the page array, which allocates on demand. Listing 1 illustrates this: If the shift value is 64, the hash shifts to zero, and there is no partitioning. If the shift is less than 64, the hash shifts to a larger index in the page array, resulting in \(2^{64 - \text{shift}}\) partitions.

---

**Listing 1:** Injecting partitioning logic into operators. Changes required for Umami are highlighted.

```c
// Umami's operator-independent materialization //

u64 shift = 64

void storeTuple(void* tuple, u64 size, u64 hash) {
    Page& page = this->output[hash >> shift];
    if (page.isFull(size)) { b.getEmptyPage(page); }
    memcpy((page.cursor += size), tuple, size);
}

// query-specific operator code (generated) //

UmamiBuffer& b = operatorStorage.threadLocal();
for (auto* tuple : input) // phase (1): materialize
    ... <- operator-specific generated code
b.storeTuple(tuple, tuple.size(), hashKey(tuple));
operatorStorage.finalize(); // phase (2): build
for (auto& page : operatorStorage.tuplePages) // ...
```

---
Listing 2: Spilling as allocation (top), Umami buffer (below).

```c
void SpillBuffer::getEmptyPage(Page* page)
    auto diskLoc = io.queueForAsyncWrite(page->data);
    spilledPageLocations[page->part].push_back(diskLoc);
    if (pool.empty()) { io.pollDoneWrites(pool); }
    page->data = pagePool.popPage(); // get clean page
    page->cursor = page->data // reset page cursor

struct UmamiBuffer {
    // + per thread and operator
    Page* output; // +, ↓ fast page access interface
    void storeTuple(void* tuple, u64 size, u64 hash)
    virtual void getEmptyPage(Page& p, u64 part);
}; // + slower polymorphism only during allocation

struct PartitionBuffer : UmamiBuffer {...} // + extensible
struct SpillBuffer : UmamiBuffer {...} // + extensible
```

Independence. After materializing all data in phase P1, an operator using Umami’s adaptive materialization interface finds itself in one of two states: It either (1) did not partition anything and holds only pages with unpartitioned data or (2) holds a mixture of pages, some with partitioned data and others with unpartitioned data. At first glance, one would assume that an operator in state (2) has to re-partition the unpartitioned data before continuing. If, however, all data still resides in memory, the operator can employ the same algorithm as it would in state (1) and avoid re-partitioning. For instance, a join can – rather than partially re-partitioning and executing a grace join – simply allocate one large hash table and execute a simple hash join over the mixed partitioned and unpartitioned data.

Deciding whether to partition. At runtime, Umami needs to decide whether to start partitioning. This decision can rely on metrics such as the available memory, the unique value count of seen tuples, or the percentage of data yet to be materialized. Umami co-locates this decision-making logic with page allocation, i.e., `getEmptyPage` in Listing 1. This amortizes the runtime cost of the adaptivity logic over the number of tuples in each page. To decide on partitioning, Umami’s implementation in our engine Spilly uses a heuristic based on the allocated memory size, which we explain in Section 5.3.

Deciding whether to spill. Deciding on whether to partition during page allocation has an additional benefit: Allocation is also the perfect place to decide on whether to start spilling. When allocating pages (`getEmptyPage`), threads check whether the memory budget is exhausted, and, if so, they spill the full page to SSD instead of allocating a new page. Because writes are asynchronous, the spilled page cannot be reused until the write finishes. Instead, Umami has to either allocate a new page or check for finished writes of previously spilled pages. As Listing 2 (top) illustrates, Umami handles both cases efficiently using a thread-local pool of pages which operators can draw from. This bounds memory usage and ensures that I/O occurs in the background while query processing can continue.

4.3 Umami Generalizes the Hybrid Hash Join

Umami’s interface design. Umami’s adaptive materialization causes little overhead at runtime (cf., Section 6) while also being flexible enough to allow for different allocation, partitioning, and spilling strategies. Umami achieves this by keeping the interface that is invoked for each tuple during query execution fast and carefully placing extension points on code paths that are not performance-critical. The fast interface is a data structure with efficient random access for switching between pages. In C++, this is simply the output array in Listings 1 and 2 (bottom). On non-critical code paths, such as allocation, Umami stays flexible using runtime polymorphism, e.g., `getEmptyPage` in Listings 1 and 2. This means that Umami’s adaptive materialization interface is extensible by simply adding new classes that implement the same interface.

From hybrid hash join to generalized hybrid spilling. The adaptive materialization interface can generalize the hybrid hash join (HHJ) spilling approach to other operators. The core idea of the modern hybrid hash join is to lazily pick a subset of partitions to spill based on heuristics (e.g., choose the largest partition) so that more partitions remain entirely in memory. The join’s probe side then queries which partitions were spilled using a bitmask [44, 59]. Umami can easily mimic this by adding a new `UmamiBuffer` variant (cf., Listing 2, bottom). This variant picks partitions to spill in `getEmptyPage` using the HHJ heuristics and exposes a bitmask after materialization, which works for any operator that uses Umami.

Spilling occurs at page granularity, which suits page-based devices like NVMe SSDs [40]. Spilly’s operators (Sections 4.5 and 4.6) automatically benefit from Umami’s generalized hybrid spilling approach. Section 5.3 discusses further implementation details.

Tuple-based heuristics. Fine-grained, per-tuple decisions about what to keep in memory and what to spill can further reduce I/O. Histojoin and NOCAP [16, 81], for instance, use correlation data to keep those build-side tuples with the most probe-side matches in memory. This can be done independently of Umami, e.g., by checking a hash set for each key before materialization, which can impact in-memory performance but reduce I/O in skewed workloads.

4.4 Self-Regulating Compression

Compression in Umami. The previous sections describe Umami’s adaptive materialization interface, which enables dynamic partitioning and spilling at runtime. This improves upon previous approaches by enabling fast in-memory operators to spill to SSD if necessary. But state-of-the-art systems also have to handle evolving and varying hardware that challenges old assumptions, e.g., that I/O is slow and CPU is never the bottleneck. For example, servers may have anywhere from one to sixteen NVMe SSDs, producing an order of magnitude throughput discrepancy. We propose a solution to this challenge, which we name self-regulating compression.

Fast I/O reduces the benefits of compression. Compression has classically been used to reduce the size of data on disk, or to increase the effective I/O throughput. Reducing on-disk data size matters little to us because spilled data is ephemeral. Increasing the effective I/O throughput is an interesting prospect, but has to be considered carefully: With high-throughput SSDs, I/O is not always the bottleneck, and the CPU cost of compression may even deteriorate performance. The effectiveness of compression for spilling thus depends on the storage throughput available to the engine.

A common cost metric for CPU and I/O. The effectiveness of compression also varies from operator to operator: If an operator is I/O-bound, using the spare CPU time for compression benefits performance; if it is compute-bound, however, compression just adds to the CPU cost and deteriorates performance. In other words,
Compression allows I/O-bound queries to trade spare CPU time for I/O time. But are queries ever I/O-bound when using modern SSDs? To answer this question, we introduce a common metric that measures the cost of computations, compression, and I/O: Cycles per Byte. Determining this metric for queries, compression, and I/O will allow us to build a cost model for trading CPU and I/O time using compression. First, we measure the CPU cycles per scanned byte in our query engine Spilly across all TPC-H queries. We find that cycles spent per byte vary by up to 20× between queries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPC-H SF</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q13</th>
<th>Q16</th>
<th>Q17</th>
<th>Q19</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycles/byte</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>20.2×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cost of I/O. One can compare the CPU cost of queries with the cost of I/O by calculating how many cycles it takes to spill one byte. On our test system (c.f., Section 6.1), the cost for writing one byte equals 86 cycles/3.5 GHz = 7.38 cycles. When adding the cost of reading back the spilled data, the combined I/O cost per byte is 11.1 cycles. This cost is within range of the TPC-H query costs we determined, meaning some queries will be I/O- and others compute-bound even when spilling.

Evaluating compression effectiveness in TPC-H. We have determined that compressing spilled data can sometimes be useful in principle, but it is not yet clear whether compression is cheap enough in practice. In addition to CPU and I/O cost, we thus measure the cost of the general-purpose compression schemes LZ4, Snappy, ZSTD, and BZ2 using their open-source libraries. Each scheme is applied to the spilled pages produced by Umami across all 22 TPC-H queries. Figure 3 shows the measured average compression ratio, as well as compression cost (left) and decompression cost (right) as cycles per byte. Because we test multiple compression settings offered by LZ4 and ZSTD, these schemes are represented by multiple points in the figure. We find that (1) the compression cost of all schemes, except BZ2, is similar to CPU and I/O costs, making these schemes affordable, (2) the compression ratio is significant, even on synthetic TPC-H data, and (3) the compression cost/ratio trade-off curve is smooth with few outliers, which suits optimization algorithms. Based on these insights, we design a compression algorithm that regulates itself at runtime to increase performance.

Matching CPU and I/O bandwidth. A self-regulating compression algorithm has two primary tasks: First, detect when it makes sense to compress. Second, decide on the compression scheme and settings, which determine the trade-off between compression cost and compression factor, as Figure 3 shows. One can solve both tasks at once by modeling a bandwidth equilibrium that needs to be reached. A regulating algorithm continuously measures operator, compression and I/O bandwidth; if the combined CPU bandwidth (operator plus compression) and I/O bandwidth are not equal, the algorithm changes the compression setting until the effective (compressed) I/O bandwidth matches the CPU bandwidth.

Tracking bandwidths. Adjusting compression based on I/O and CPU bandwidths requires lightweight tracking mechanisms for I/O and CPU throughput. However, we found tracking the inverse, cost (cycles per byte), to be more natural than tracking bandwidth (bytes per cycle): Tracking CPU cost is as trivial as timing how long it takes to process each page (A in Figure 4). Tracking I/O cost is more difficult because multiple I/O requests happen asynchronously and in parallel on each thread. One can do this efficiently by encoding the I/O request start time in each io_uring user data field [17] and calculating the average cycles per byte using the measured latency and number of simultaneous I/O requests (B in Figure 4).

Self-regulating compression algorithm. Let us now walk through the self-regulating compression algorithm, outlined in Listing 3 (C). Given an initial scheme choice, i.e., ‘Uncompressed’ or ‘LZ4 with parameter 16’, the algorithm compares incoming pages and measures the compression ratio and CPU cycles. After a run of N pages (default: N = 2 · depth), the algorithm compares the average CPU (operator plus compression) cost of that run with the average I/O cost (cycles per compressed byte). If I/O cost outweighed CPU cost, compression is increased, otherwise reduced. The algorithm then continues with the new compression setting for the next N pages.

A unified scale. Increasing and decreasing compression may involve switching to a different scheme based on the experimentally determined trade-off curve shown in Figure 3. This experiment rules out Snappy (outside pareto-frontier), BZ2 (too expensive), and the settings of ZSTD for which LZ4 is strictly better. The remaining LZ4 and ZSTD settings are mapped to a unified scale (c.f. Listing 3, top), allowing for simple and efficient scheme switching.

Discussion: Why general-purpose schemes? Like most query engines, Spilly uses a columnar storage format for table data (see Section 5.2) and a row-wise format for materialized tuple data. The reason is that operators can consume row-wise tuples directly, e.g., by linking to them from a hash table [51], and access them with better locality. Since using Umami should not deteriorate in-memory

![Figure 3: Compression ratio vs. (de)compression cost on spilled TPC-H tuple data using Snappy, BZ2, and multiple settings for LZ4 and ZSTD.](image)

![Figure 4: Compression and I/O in a spilling operator.](image)
performance, it is important to allow operators to keep using their own optimized row-wise tuple storage format when materializing data. This necessitates using general-purpose compression schemes instead of columnar compression schemes. Another advantage of using general-purpose schemes is that Umami stays generic and operator-independent. Since Umami uses standard, general-purpose compression libraries, it will also benefit from hardware accelerators targeting those compression libraries [10, 11]. Still, testing layout-aware row-wise compression schemes [79] and other page layouts such as PAX [19] could improve compression ratio and performance, and is an interesting avenue for future work.

Reacting to outside influences. The self-regulating compression algorithm measures and adapts to all parameters – compression cost, operator CPU time, I/O latency – at runtime. Its only pre-determined parameter is the compression scheme scale, i.e., Uncompressed > LZ4 > ZSTD. The resulting flexibility enables it to automatically react to outside influences as well. For example, when running Umami on a rented cloud VM, SSD performance may be influenced by “noisy neighbors”, i.e., SSD usage from other VMs running on the same physical machine. Since the I/O latency is measured at runtime, self-regulating compression should be able to automatically optimize the compression in this scenario as well.

4.5 Unified Hash Join

Applying Umami. Let us now discuss how Umami can convert a state-of-the-art in-memory join operator to a spilling join that effectively utilizes NVMe arrays. We call it unified hash join because it subsumes all hash-based join variants we know, and because it unifies in-memory and out-of-memory processing. Spilly uses it to implement inner, semi, anti, and outer equi-joins.

Baseline: The simple in-memory hash join. Our starting point is an in-memory hash join implemented by state-of-the-art systems [23, 24, 51]. It uses morsel-driven parallelism to concurrently materialize tuples into thread-local buffers (phase P1), and later builds a multi map implemented by a chaining hash table (phase P2). Since the bucket count in a chaining hash table is proportional to the unique value count (not the absolute count), the hash join uses another optimization: It builds a HyperLogLog sketch [34] during materialization to estimate the unique value count, producing better hash table sizes for joins with duplicates on the build side.

Phase 1: Materialization. Using the Umami interface, it is simple to enable out-of-memory processing during the join materialization phase. For each input tuple, the join “calls” storeTuple (c.f. Listing 1), which is inline into the generated code. The HyperLogLog sketch already computes a hash, which is passed to storeTuple and thus reused for dynamic partitioning. The page allocation logic dynamically switches to spilling and partitioning, unbothered to the operator. To summarize, applying Umami changes almost nothing in the operator code during the materialization phase.

Phase 2: Building and probing a hash table. At the start of the second phase, Umami might have (A) materialized without partitioning, (B) partitioned the data or (C) partitioned and spilled. In cases (A) and (B), the join operator can continue with a simple hash join: It builds a single large hash table over the materialized data, automatically benefitting from improved locality if the data is partially partitioned as in case (B) (see Section 5.3). If data was spilled (case C), the operator executes its second phase like a hybrid hash join, with hybrid spilling implemented by the Umami framework. The join probe side then uses Umami to partially partition tuples like a hybrid hash join, automatically spilling pages if necessary.

Overview: Unified Hash Join vs. hybrid hash join. Let us briefly review how the hash, grace, hybrid, and unified join variants differ in terms of partitioning and materialization logic. The hash join (HJ) only materializes the build side and streams the probe side; it partitions nothing. The grace join (GJ) materializes and partitions both sides and executes a hash join for each pair of partitions. The hybrid hash join (HHJ) always partitions the build side, and partitions only probe-side tuples whose partitions were spilled on the build side. The unified join (UHJ) adaptively partitions and spills the build side using Umami and executes the probe side like a HHJ.

4.6 Unified Hash Aggregation

Designing a unified aggregation operator. We now discuss an aggregation operator capable of high-performance out-of-memory query processing on NVMe arrays. As with the join, it is crucial that the in-memory variant of the operator be fast as well.

Adapting the aggregation to output cardinalities. Following the reasoning from Section 4.1, an in-memory aggregation operator should be hash-based and not use partitioning for small inputs. But unlike the join operator, the aggregation operator can benefit from using different in-memory aggregation algorithms based on the unique value count (cardinality): (1) for small cardinalities, threads should locally preaggregate data to avoid contention and keep data in the CPU caches; (2) for medium cardinalities, local preaggregation is less effective – larger thread-local tables or a single global hash table are preferable; (3) for large cardinalities, partitioning improves cache locality; (4) for larger-than-memory cardinalities,
partitioning is necessary; preaggregation can be useful for reducing data size before writing to SSD. These trade-offs have been studied previously for in-memory processing [27, 51]. Taking them into account, we build a robust in-memory aggregation operator that scales seamlessly to out-of-memory query processing using Umami. **Small cardinalities: Local preaggregation.** To efficiently aggregate inputs with few unique values (e.g., TPC-H Q1), small, thread-local hash tables sized to fit into the L1-cache preaggregate data. Like the join, the aggregation operator uses per-thread HyperLogLog sketches to estimate the cardinality. After consuming the input, it combines the sketches to determine the size of a global synchronized hash table into which threads merge preaggregated tuples. This merging phase uses the morsel-driven scheduler, which allows work-stealing to accommodate any potential data skew. **Large cardinalities: Partitioning.** For larger cardinalities, the cache-resident thread-local hash tables will eventually fill up. Once this happens, the preaggregated tuples have to be evicted either onto partition pages or into a larger hash table. Estimating the correct hash table size from an in-progress HyperLogLog sketch without having seen all tuples is error-prone and difficult, and rehashing due to wrong estimates can be expensive. The aggregation operator thus evicts the preaggregated tuples onto partition pages instead. To avoid copying tuples on eviction, thread-local hash tables write tuples into these pages directly and only store an offset into each page. "Eviction" of tuples is done by simply invalidating the respective thread-local hash bucket range once a page is full. Applying Umami. At this point, the straightforward strategy of storing the partially preaggregated tuples on pages using adaptive materialization proves effective: After consuming the input, the operator reads tuples from Umami-managed pages and aggregates them to a global synchronized hash table as before. With this, the aggregation operator is capable of NVMe-optimized out-of-memory query processing. Umami transparently switches to partitioning and spilling if necessary, re-partitions if necessary, and reads pages from NVMe array if necessary. Based on HyperLogLog sketch cardinality estimates, the aggregation operator can either aggregate tuples to a single large hash table or aggregate partitions independently. Building the hash table also automatically benefits from the locality and contention optimizations described in Section 5.3. Comparison with DuckDB. Interestingly, Spilly’s aggregation operator closely resembles DuckDB’s recently published external aggregation operator [48]. Both accelerate small-cardinality queries using thread-local hash tables with linear probing whose hash buckets point to pre-aggregated tuples stored on pages for spilling. DuckDB’s operator differs mainly in that (1) thanks to Umami, Spilly can start partitioning lazily only if necessary, (2) DuckDB uses the buffer manager for intermediary results, whereas Umami’s buffers are managed independently and per-operator, and (3) due to that, Umami can evict pages and evince thread-local hash table bucket ranges to partitions at will, whereas DuckDB unpins pages referenced by the hash table in the buffer manager. Earlier work [42] has proposed more sophisticated group eviction mechanisms.

4.7 How General is Umami?
Non-hashing Operators. Section 4.2 introduces adaptive materialization, a technique which only requires a hash key to dynamically and transparently enable partitioning and spilling at runtime. Hash joins, hash aggregations, hash-based window functions [54], and any other hash-based operators can all take advantage of adaptive materialization. Applying adaptive materialization to other operators, such as sorting, is an interesting direction for future work, especially considering the similarities between sorting and hashing [32, 58]. Umami’s self-regulating compression (Section 4.4) and efficient spilling are not hash-specific and work with any operator. Transactional workloads. HTAP systems need to balance transaction latency with analytical throughput. This extends to out-of-memory query processing, since the write-ahead log, page eviction, and spilling of intermediary results all compete for the available SSD bandwidth. Besides changing the number of threads designated to OLAP vs. OLTP, one can conceive of several other ways to allot SSD bandwidth. For example, one could designate some SSDs for transactional processing, and the rest for spilling. It is also possible to cap Umami’s I/O throughput by limiting the maximum allowed I/O parallelism. Lastly, one could configure self-regulating compression to compress more aggressively to reduce I/O. Evaluating these techniques is an interesting avenue for future work.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation matters. Using the Umami interface allows our query engine Spilly to seamlessly spill data to modern NVMe SSDs without significantly complicating operator implementations. However, achieving high performance also requires careful engineering. In the following, we discuss some important implementation details that enable high-performance query processing in Spilly.

5.1 Utilizing NVMe Arrays
What a modern I/O stack should provide. Spilly features an NVMe-optimized, asynchronous I/O implementation that effectively utilizes the modern I/O interfaces of the OS, effectively utilizes multiple NVMe SSDs, integrates with self-regulating compression (c.f., Section 4.4). We describe its design in the following. Utilizing io_uring. An I/O stack that provides the interface assumed in Listing 2 can be implemented as a thin wrapper around io_uring. Each thread manages its own ring to avoid contention. Since individual writes are not latency-critical, threads collect write requests in their local submission queue and flush them to the OS as a batch. Threads track the number of outstanding requests to ensure correctness and bound memory usage. Once an asynchronous I/O request is done, the associated page is returned to the operator.
Supporting multiple SSDs. To spread reads and writes across multiple SSDs, each thread tracks which SSD it wrote to last and assigns the next write in a round-robin fashion. Thus, write spreading is fully decentralized and the only coordination point is a single per-SSD atomic counter which tracks the end of the written-to section in the designated on-disk spilling area. This counter is necessary to make sure writes from different threads do not overlap.

5.2 NVMe-Optimized Scan Operator
Scan features. The asynchronous I/O stack described in Section 5.1 can fully and efficiently utilize multiple PCIe 5.0 NVMe SSDs. Spilly’s scan implementation is based on the same I/O stack, is compatible with the row-group data layout prevalent in modern OLAP systems, and integrates well with morsel-driven parallelism.
In-memory vs. external scans. Parallel scans in in-memory engines are trivial: Worker threads fetch [index, length] pairs which they use to access the in-memory arrays containing the columns. After consuming a chunk of tuples ("morsel"), a thread can immediately fetch the next morsel and start processing by dereferencing a pointer. External scans from an NVMe array, on the other hand, are more complex: Before processing a single tuple, each thread has to asynchronously read column chunks from multiple different SSDs to achieve maximum throughput. It then has to reconstruct rows across chunk boundaries, while simultaneously starting requests for the chunks containing the tuples it needs to process next.

Data layout optimized for NVMe arrays. Maximizing scan throughput even for a single column requires distributing columns across SSDs and storing them in multi-kilobyte chunks. This approach results in on-disk chunks that contain differing numbers of values, depending on the size of the values. But for processing, each thread has to efficiently reconstruct complete tuples from these column chunks while reading. This is usually done by dividing the data into row groups, which we size at 32k tuples by default. Row groups simultaneously serve as the unit of parallelism (morsel [51]): Each thread fetches a morsel consisting of one or more row groups, schedules read requests for the pages within the row groups, aiming to maintain a full I/O queue, and processes fully read row groups.

Weakening morsel boundaries to improve I/O throughput. While this row-groups-as-morsels approach simplifies storage and compression, values, depending on the size of the values. But for processing, each thread has to efficiently reconstruct complete tuples from these column chunks while reading. This is usually done by dividing the data into row groups, which we size at 32k tuples by default. Row groups simultaneously serve as the unit of parallelism (morsel [51]). Each thread fetches a morsel consisting of one or more row groups, schedules read requests for the pages within the row groups, aiming to maintain a full I/O queue, and processes fully read row groups.

### Table compression.
Table compression can speed up scan-bound queries by a large factor, i.e., the compression ratio. We apply the recently proposed columnar compression algorithm BtrBlocks [49] as an off-the-shelf solution. The resulting compression ratio is similar to that of other state-of-the-art systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col. Store</th>
<th>SF 10k</th>
<th>Size (TB)</th>
<th>3.36</th>
<th>2.65</th>
<th>3.39</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compression (+)</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Adaptive Materialization Implementation

**Exploiting locality without partitioning.** Partitioning has the often-cited benefit of improving locality [22, 67, 73]. For example, building a small hash table over a subset of the data results in more cache-friendly memory accesses compared to building a large hash table over the entire data. This raises the question of whether avoiding re-partitioning, as described in Section 4.2, could sometimes be worse than the alternative. It turns out that one can get the best of both worlds: We allow operators to provide locality hints to the scheduler, meaning each thread prefers processing a particular range of pages. The scheduler only obeys these hints opportunistically to avoid impairing morsel-driven parallelism [51] and work stealing. Using locality hints, operators can ensure that each thread mainly processes pages from one partition at a time. This is particularly useful during hash table construction, for example: Using a hash based on powers of two, such that the partition bits $B_P$ are a prefix of the hash value bits $B_H$, tuples from each partition are confined to a small $(|B_H| - |B_P|)$ range of hash buckets. Thus, when a thread reads a partition page to insert its tuples into the hash table, it will experience better cache locality. Moreover, since different threads generally process different partitions, this method also reduces concurrency-induced hash bucket contention.

### Hybrid spilling implementation details.
In the following we describe some important details of hybrid spilling approach employed by Spilly, which is based on the dynamic HHJ [44, 59]. Firstly, favoring some partitions for spilling over others requires cross-thread synchronization. We do this using a bitmask protected by an optimistic lock [55], which tracks spilled and in-memory partitions. Each thread chooses an in-memory partition to spill when it reaches a configurable memory budget. Threads prefer spilling partitions that other threads have already chosen for spilling, otherwise they choose the largest partition as suggested by previous work [36, 44]. If a thread chooses a new partition to spill, it updates the synchronized bitmask, scrapping its partition choice if the bitmask has been updated by another thread in the meantime (optimistic concurrency). The join probe side first builds a single hash table over in-memory pages across partitions in a first phase and then joins spilled pages partition-wise in a second phase.

**Data format.** Spilly stores fixed size tuples on pages consecutively like an array, and variable-size tuples using a slotted page layout. As a research prototype, Spilly does not support objects larger than the internal page size (64 KiB). When spilling, some additional metadata is required: First, the on-disk location of each page is stored as a [deviceld, offset, size] tuple in a single 64 bit integer. Page offset and size can be encoded compactly because they must be multiples of the device block size (512 bit) if the SSD is attached directly. Second, multiple pages may be compressed into a single staging area (c.f., Figure 4) that is written out when it contains 64 KiB of data or more. Staging areas also use a slotted page layout, where each slot stores the page offset, size, and the self-regulating compression scheme type with which the page was compressed (c.f., Section 4.4).
6 EVALUATION

Outline. After explaining the experimental setup, we evaluate the end-to-end system performance on TPC-H. We then evaluate the performance of single operators and components in detail.

Spilly and state-of-the-art systems. The query engine Spilly compiles queries to C++, implements the unified operators using Umami, and is capable of running all 22 TPC-H queries. We pick multiple state-of-the-art systems to compare against to cover a wide range of the current query processing technology landscape. First, an industry-leading proprietary column store (referred to as Column Store S). Second, the columnar analytics database DuckDB [69], which recently introduced partial out-of-memory support [18, 48]. Third, the high-performance in-memory database Hyper, using its publicly available binary [5]. All three comparison systems can scan data from disk but also implement an in-memory buffer cache. Only Column Store S and DuckDB support spilling intermediary results to disk. For our purposes, Hyper has the same features as Umbra (very fast in memory, no spilling to disk), but Hyper is publicly available and therefore preferable for comparisons.

6.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware. We perform all experiments on an AMD EPYC 9645P machine with 96 cores (192 hardware threads) running Linux 6.5.0-14. It has 384 GB of DRAM capacity and 128 PCIe 5.0 lanes, which drive 8 × Kioxia CM7-R SSDs, each with 3.84 TB storage capacity. In microbenchmarks, each SSD achieves 11 GB/s read and 6.2 GB/s write throughput using 64 KiB pages.

System and measurement setup. As per their benchmarking guidelines [2], we use the latest available Hyper (0.0.18441) and DuckDB (v0.9.3-dev2533) builds. This DuckDB version already uses its recently published external aggregation operator [48]. Since we measure execution times without compilation times, Hyper is set to always compile code at the highest optimization level. Cold runs are executed by restarting the engine and clearing the OS page cache before each query, as suggested by recent work [68]. Hot runs execute the same query immediately after a cold run.

Performance metrics. To visualize and relate performance across a large range of data sizes, we report most performance numbers as tuples per second. This number is computed per query by dividing the performance of single operators and components in detail.

Out-of-memory performance. We first verify that Spilly’s in-memory performance is comparable to that of state-of-the-art in-memory systems. Since other systems keep all data in memory if possible, we also extend Spilly’s scan operator with a simple buffer cache using a random eviction policy. We then execute “hot runs” for each TPC-H query as described in Section 6.1. Because hot runs execute a query twice, taking only the second measurement, each tested system can cache most table data in memory in this experiment. As Figure 5 shows, Spilly achieves similar in-memory tuple throughput as Hyper. We thus achieved our goal of having excellent in-memory performance while making the engine out-of-memory-capable.

Out-of-memory performance. For analytics on uncached or large data, all data must be loaded from the NVMe array. We evaluate the performance of this scenario by executing “cold runs” for each TPC-H query as described in Section 6.1. Cold runs prevent systems from caching data in memory, isolating query engine performance from buffer cache performance. All systems store data using the XFS filesystem on a RAID-0 array. Figure 6 shows the cold run performance for TPC-H scale factor (SF) 200 to 10,000. Spilly begins to spill data on SF 500, starting with 48 GB (6.5% of scanned data) and increasing to 4.3 TB on SF 10,000 (29% of scanned data):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>5,000</th>
<th>10,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spilled GB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>1,820</td>
<td>4,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanned GB</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>1,467</td>
<td>2,942</td>
<td>7,424</td>
<td>14,994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spilled fraction</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surprisingly, the overall performance drop over this wide range of data and spill sizes is only 11% in Spilly.

Performance of other systems. Hyper processes more than 1 billion tuples per second in memory, but drops to the performance of DuckDB and Column Store S when scanning from SSD. Neither DuckDB nor Hyper scale to SF 10,000. Only Column Store S is able to scale to TPC-H SF 10,000, but is comparatively slow even when it does not spill. This is in part because it cannot consistently achieve the I/O throughput of a single PCIe 4.0 SSD, even when reading...
from eight PCIe 5.0 SSDs. Interestingly, Column Store S achieves a higher average throughput on higher scale factors because the scan performance improves. The average SSD read bandwidth is 1.1 GB/s on SF 100, but 5.1 GB/s on SF 10,000. The average write I/O throughput was even lower (1.1 GB/s on SF 10,000), and we observed sort-based operators in Column Store S query plans for large scale factors, indicating an HDD-optimized approach.

**Absolute times.** Figure 6 visualizes system scalability across scale factors, but does not provide individual query times. The following table shows Spilly cold run times for SF 100, 1000, and 10,000:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>SF 100</th>
<th>SF 1k</th>
<th>SF 10k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6.3 Spilling Aggregation**

A large cardinality microbenchmark. Spilly’s TPC-H benchmark results are surprising because it stays comparatively fast when scaling beyond main memory capacity and even when spilling terabytes of data. We thus stress-test Spilly in the following experiment by executing a strongly out-of-memory microbenchmark that aggregates lineitem on 99% unique values using 88-byte tuples:

```
select l_orderkey, l_partkey,
  min(l_shipinstruct), min(l_comment)
from lineitem
group by l_orderkey, l_partkey
```

**Results.** Figure 7 shows the tuple throughput on TPC-H SF 100 to 10,000. Spilly’s throughput only decreases by a factor of 1.19× from SF 100 to 10,000, where it spills 5.3 TB of data. This is not because Spilly’s baseline performance is bad; on the contrary, Spilly is faster than the other systems in both cases. We further investigate the missing performance cliff in the following.

**6.4 Where is the Performance Cliff?**

**Tracing the aggregation microbenchmark.** Given the small performance drop in Figures 6 and 7, one may suspect that Spilly’s performance is limited by a different factor. We investigate this by tracing CPU utilization, memory bandwidth utilization, and I/O usage during the aggregation microbenchmark. Figure 8 shows these traces for SF 100 (top) and SF 1000 (bottom).

**Performance analysis: In-Memory.** On scale factor 100, the aggregation does not spill. While pre-aggregating and materializing data, it is CPU-bound, even while scanning from SSD (Figure 8 top left). After materialization, while building a shared hash table and aggregating into it, the query is memory bound (Figure 8 top right).

**Performance analysis: Out-of-Memory.** On scale factor 1000, the aggregation query starts spilling after a brief in-memory phase. While spilling, it writes with near-maximum I/O bandwidth, and almost fully utilizes the available memory bandwidth (Figure 8 bottom center and bottom right). Hybrid spilling gradually spills more partitions, resulting in a ramp-up phase where the full write throughput cannot be achieved. When reading back the spilled data, Spilly almost fully utilizes the available CPUs and memory bandwidth, meaning it is not I/O-bound while reading either.

**Takeaway.** To summarize, Spilly is only I/O bound in the write phase, and even there CPU and memory bandwidth utilization are near their maximum. Both the in-memory and out-of-memory queries are mostly limited by CPU and memory bandwidth, not I/O. This explains the missing performance cliff, and, more importantly, shows that large NVMe arrays are fast enough to be used for high-performance query processing without losing much performance. Section 6.8 shows how compression can help in scenarios where Spilly is more I/O-bound, e.g., when using fewer SSDs for spilling.

**6.5 Hybrid Spilling**

**Impact of hybrid spilling on spilled data size.** Section 4.3 describes how Umami generalizes the spilling approach applied by the hybrid hash join and makes it applicable to other operators. We call this generalized approach “hybrid spilling”. To better understand
Figure 9: TPC-H performance with partitioning, non-partitioning, and adaptive operators. Data resides in memory.

how much hybrid spilling impacts performance, we compare it to a na""ier approach that spills all materialized data if the engine runs out of memory, i.e., the approach of a spilling, non-hybrid grace join. The following table compares the spilled data size (left) and execution times (right) of both approaches on TPC-H (cold runs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale Factor</th>
<th>Spilled (GB)</th>
<th>Response Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spill All</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,403</td>
<td>1,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>3,501</td>
<td>3,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>6,998</td>
<td>6,614</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results. As Section 6.5 shows, the benefit of Umami’s hybrid spilling approach is largest when the materialized data slightly exceeds main memory capacity (384 GB). On SF 200, this approach spills 36% less data than the naive approach, though this advantage diminishes at larger scale factors. Since spilling in Spilly is fast, a 36% reduction in spilled data does not improve speed proportionally, particularly for large data sizes. Consequently, like the HHJ, hybrid spilling can smooth the performance cliff, but it does not improve the performance of extreme out-of-memory workloads.

6.6 Adaptive Materialization

Adaptive materialization in memory. The previous experiments show that Spilly is competitive with state-of-the-art in-memory engines and capable of out-of-memory query processing. However, we have not yet evaluated whether Umami’s adaptive materialization degrades the in-memory performance of the simple hash join and non-partitioning aggregation. We thus repeat the motivational experiment shown in Figure 2 to see whether Umami improves the state of the art. Spilly either (1) always partitions, (2) never partitions, or (3) adaptively partitions (the default) and executes non-spilling TPC-H scale factors. The database is preloaded into memory, thereby minimizing factors such as scan performance.

Results. As Figure 9 shows, adaptive materialization drastically improves in-memory performance over partitioning variants while also staying out-of-memory-capable. We find that adaptive materialization causes less time to be spent in the kernel, e.g., for allocations. On the other hand, it also does not diminish performance compared to a simple hash join on average. Adaptive materialization sometimes even improves performance, which may be caused by improved locality through partitioning (c.f., Section 5.3), but the runtime adaptivity makes this difficult to determine.

Figure 10: Join microbenchmark tuple throughput and Spilly spill size. Data is scanned from SSD (XFS + RAID-0).

Cost of hashing. During materialization, operators need to pass a hash to the Umami interface. Operators that employ pre-aggregation or HyperLogLog sketches compute this hash anyway, so applying Umami does not introduce overhead. Operators that do not already compute a hash, like a non-partitioning hash join not using HyperLogLog sketches, may experience overhead when introducing Umami. We measure this overhead by running the join microbenchmark (c.f. Section 6.7) in a modified version of Spilly that does not employ HyperLogLog sketches and passes a fake hash of 0 to Umami. The following table shows the instructions and cycles per tuple during the materialization phase of the join on TPC-H SF 100:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Bytes</th>
<th>Cycles/Tuple</th>
<th>Instr./Tuple</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Hashing</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>1815.6</td>
<td>58.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashing</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>1827.1</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Hashing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>121.2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hashing introduces more instructions per tuple, but these are overshadowed by the loads and stores required during materialization and barely impact the cycles and time spent. Even for small tuples without a payload, where hashing more than doubles the instructions per tuple, the effect on the materialization time is small.

6.7 Spilling Join

A large join microbenchmark. After executing a spilling aggregation microbenchmark in Section 6.3, let us now also evaluate Spilly’s join operator. To produce a large out-of-memory workload, this microbenchmark joins the lineitem and partsupp tables. It forces Spilly to spill and output 284 byte tuples by selecting large char and varchar columns:

```
select l_orderkey, l_shipinstruct, l_comment, ps_comment
from lineitem, partsupp
where ps_suppkey=l_suppkey and ps_partkey=l_partkey
```

Results. Figure 10 shows the resulting tuple throughput as the data size increases. Spilly’s throughput decreases by a factor of 1.63× from scale factor (SF) 100 to 10,000, where it spills 6.5 TB of...
Figure 11: Performance (left) and compression scheme choice (right) with different NVMe array sizes. Data resides on SSD.

Table data. Performance decreases most between SF 100 and 500, which is where Spilly starts spilling data. At larger scale factors, per-tuple performance remains nearly constant, independent of the amount of spilled data.

Performance of other systems. Figure 10 also shows DuckDB, Hyper, and Column Store S performance for reference. DuckDB and Hyper perform significantly better than Column Store S in this experiment, but fail to execute the query for scale factors larger than 500. Although DuckDB recently added support for spilling joins [1], we could not get it to scale further on our test machine. Column Store S did not utilize the full CPU capacity, memory bandwidth, or I/O bandwidth during the experiment on any scale factor. This explains the low but consistent performance of Column Store S and supports our theory that current out-of-memory-capable systems implement spilling techniques from the HDD era.

6.8 Self-Regulating Compression

Experimental design. While we demonstrated that Spilly can efficiently utilize an array of 8 PCIe 5.0 NVMe SSDs, few systems have access to such a large I/O bandwidth. The goal of self-regulating compression is to maximize the performance of spilling queries even for systems with fewer SSDs. To assess its effectiveness, we measure the performance of Spilly while changing the number of NVMe SSDs available for spilling. We compare this to a build of Spilly with self-regulating compression disabled via a compile-time flag, to also determine any runtime overhead introduced by the throughput tracking mechanisms (cf., Section 5.1). We execute the aggregation microbenchmark query from Section 6.3 on TPC-H SF 1000 data. Without compression, this query spills 457 GB.

Performance results. Figure 11 (left) shows the measured tuple throughput while varying the number of SSDs. Self-regulating compression consistently improves throughput, yielding a 2× speedup when only using one PCIe 5.0 SSD. As expected, this speedup decreases when using more SSDs to spill: With more than 6 PCIe 5.0 SSDs (≈ 39 GB/s write bandwidth), compression does not improve query performance further. Perhaps more importantly, it does not decrease performance in any scenario, showing that (1) it correctly disables compression when appropriate and (2) its throughput tracking mechanism has no significant runtime overhead.

Behavior of the optimization algorithm. As Figure 11 (right) shows, the optimization algorithm chooses ZSTD when little I/O bandwidth is available, and phases it out in favor of LZ4 and no compression as the number of SSDs increases. Thus, queries that have leftover CPU time can effectively utilize self-regulation compression to improve query latency. Furthermore, we would like to point out that self-regulating compression may also be useful for distributed query processing, where the available CPU and network I/O bandwidth can differ significantly depending on the setup.

6.9 Spilling in the Cloud

NVMe in the cloud. Cloud providers offer rentable virtual cloud instances with NVMe SSDs; for example, offers the i3.16large and the i4i.32xlarge instances, each providing 8 NVMe SSDs [7, 8]. Each SSD offers roughly 2 GB/s read and 1 GB/s write bandwidth, allowing for up to 16 GB/s (8 GB/s read/write) throughput on the entire NVMe array. For comparison, our experimental setup has 6× as much I/O bandwidth, but only 1.5× as many CPU cores as the newer (i4i, r6id) instance types. To test Spilly in such a different environment, we execute the spill-heavy aggregation microbenchmark on the aforementioned cloud instances while also varying the amount of SSDs available for spilling as in Section 6.8.

Results. As Figure 12 shows, self-regulating compression is always useful, and even more effective than on our on-premise setup on all cloud instances due to the higher CPU-to-I/O ratio. Interestingly, the best-performing instance (i4i.32xlarge) is only 1.5× slower than our server on this benchmark despite having 6× less I/O bandwidth. The r6id instance has as many CPU cores as i4i but fewer SSDs, limiting its performance on this large spilling query. The i3 instance, which is cheapest in terms of SSD-bandwidth per dollar, does not benefit as much from self-regulating compression because it has fewer and older CPU cores.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces Umami, an interface that provides adaptive materialization and self-regulating compression to enable efficient out-of-memory processing without sacrificing in-memory performance. We show that a query engine based on Umami can compete with state-of-the-art in-memory engines such as Hyper and DuckDB while also achieving the scalability and robustness of classical out-of-memory-capable systems. Additionally, we demonstrate that modern NVMe SSDs are capable of supporting high-performance query processing with near-in-memory performance when used correctly. Using Umami, we execute TPC-H on 10 TB of data on a server with only 384 GB main memory while keeping 9% of in-memory tuple throughput. This invalidates the common assumption that only in-memory query processing can be fast.
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